Quantitative disease resistance: to better understand parasite-mediated selection on major histocompatibility complex
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We outline a descriptive framework of how candidate alleles of the immune system associate with infectious diseases in natural populations of animals. Three kinds of alleles can be separated when both prevalence of infection and infection intensity are measured—qualitative disease resistance, quantitative disease resistance and susceptibility alleles. Our descriptive framework demonstrates why alleles for quantitative resistance and susceptibility cannot be separated based on prevalence data alone, but are distinguishable on infection intensity. We then present a case study to evaluate a previous finding of a positive association between prevalence of a severe avian malaria infection (GRW2, Plasmodium ashfordi) and a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I allele (B4b) in great reed warblers Acrocephalus arundinaceus. Using the same dataset, we find that individuals with allele B4b have lower GRW2 infection intensities than individuals without this allele. Therefore, allele B4b provides quantitative resistance rather than increasing susceptibility to infection. This implies that birds carrying B4b can mount an immune response that suppresses the acute-phase GRW2 infection, while birds without this allele cannot and may die. We argue that it is important to determine whether MHC alleles related to infections are advantageous (quantitative and qualitative resistance) or disadvantageous (susceptibility) to obtain a more complete picture of pathogen-mediated balancing selection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Why is it so that some host individuals within a population become very ill from a specific pathogen while others do not? Parasite species and parasite genetics, as well as host genetics and condition, are all important explanatory parameters for how hosts respond to infections [1–3]. These factors, as well as the environmental context (e.g. the temporal and spatial distribution of the parasite and the host), determine whether a host in a natural population becomes exposed and infected by a parasite or not, i.e. these factors determine parasite prevalence [4,5]. The parasite infection intensity, on the other hand, is a measure of the severity of the infection in hosts that have contracted the infection [6,7]. Hosts that completely prevent any establishment of a specific parasite have a qualitative form of disease resistance, while hosts that only limit the deleterious effects of a specific parasite have a quantitative form of resistance [8]. Most studies on disease resistance to date in natural populations have correlated candidate immune system alleles (‘immunoallele’) with prevalence of infection, and not with infection intensity [9–11]. Some studies have found negative associations between prevalence of infection and an immuno-allele, interpreted as an advantageous (resistance) allele, while others have found positive associations, interpreted as a disadvantageous (susceptibility) allele. However, when studying naturally infected wild animals, an allele that is positively correlated with prevalence of infection does not have to be disadvantageous. To explain this more clearly, we present a descriptive framework on how immuno-alleles may associate with infectious diseases in study systems that cannot be sampled repeatedly (before, during and after selection from an infection), which is often the case in natural populations. We outline three scenarios where both prevalence of infection and infection intensity are included (figure 1).

(i) In the first scenario, we assume that the immuno-allele either provides an individual with full protection against the infection (qualitative resistance), or that it rapidly clears the infection (quantitative resistance). In studies of natural populations, we will rarely be able to separate between these two scenarios, so in the present study we call them jointly qualitative resistance alleles. Qualitative resistance results in a negative association between the observed prevalence of infection and the immuno-allele (figure 1a) and a negative association between infection intensity and the immuno-allele (figure 1b). A disease-resistance allele that gives complete resistance against the infection will be advantageous for the bearer in populations where the parasite is present.

(ii) An immuno-allele that makes an individual more prone to become infected is a disease-susceptibility allele. A susceptibility allele will be associated with both higher prevalence (figure 1c) and higher intensity of infection. However, when studying naturally infected wild animals, an allele that is positively correlated with prevalence of infection does not have to be disadvantageous. To explain this more clearly, we present a descriptive framework on how immuno-alleles may associate with infectious diseases in study systems that cannot be sampled repeatedly (before, during and after selection from an infection), which is often the case in natural populations. We outline three scenarios where both prevalence of infection and infection intensity are included (figure 1).

(iii) In the third scenario, we assume that the immuno-allele either provides an individual with full protection against the infection (qualitative resistance), or that it rapidly clears the infection (quantitative resistance). In studies of natural populations, we will rarely be able to separate between these two scenarios, so in the present study we call them jointly qualitative resistance alleles. Qualitative resistance results in a negative association between the observed prevalence of infection and the immuno-allele (figure 1a) and a negative association between infection intensity and the immuno-allele (figure 1b). A disease-resistance allele that gives complete resistance against the infection will be advantageous for the bearer in populations where the parasite is present.
infection (figure 1d), and it will be of a disadvantage to the bearer in populations where that parasite is present. However, the susceptibility allele may be advantageous when that parasite is absent owing to costs of carrying a disease-resistance allele. Balanced polymorphisms between resistance and susceptibility alleles have been reported frequently, e.g. in studies of wild plants [7,12].

A qualitative disease-resistance allele is negatively associated with both (a) prevalence of infection and (b) infection intensity. A susceptibility allele is positively associated with both (c) prevalence of infection and (d) infection intensity. A quantitative disease-resistance allele is positively associated with (e) prevalence of infection but (f) negatively associated with infection intensity.

![Figure 1](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/) Hypothetical associations in natural populations between prevalence of infection and infection intensity, respectively, and three different types of immuno-alleles: (a,b) a qualitative disease-resistance allele, (c,d) a susceptibility allele and (e,f) a quantitative disease-resistance allele. A qualitative disease-resistance allele is negatively associated with both (a) prevalence of infection and (b) infection intensity. A susceptibility allele is positively associated with both (c) prevalence of infection and (d) infection intensity. A quantitative disease-resistance allele is positively associated with (e) prevalence of infection but (f) negatively associated with infection intensity.

Figure 1. Hypothetical associations in natural populations between prevalence of infection and infection intensity, respectively, and three different types of immuno-alleles: (a,b) a qualitative disease-resistance allele, (c,d) a susceptibility allele and (e,f) a quantitative disease-resistance allele. A qualitative disease-resistance allele is negatively associated with both (a) prevalence of infection and (b) infection intensity. A susceptibility allele is positively associated with both (c) prevalence of infection and (d) infection intensity. A quantitative disease-resistance allele is positively associated with (e) prevalence of infection but (f) negatively associated with infection intensity.

in the true effect of immuno-alleles in natural populations. Furthermore, it is critical to analyse the severity of infections, as well as the timing of sampling in relation to the main selective event.

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes are the most variable genes known in vertebrates and they encode cell-surface proteins that are vital in the acquired immune system [16]. It is generally agreed that this high genetic variation is mainly maintained by some kind of parasite-mediated balancing selection [17]. MHC-dependent disease resistance and susceptibility to infection have been reported in all kinds of vertebrates (from fish to mammals) and for several sorts of infections (protozoa, viruses, bacteria and helminths) [9–11,15,18]. However, MHC genes do not only give resistance to infections but they are also frequently associated with autoimmunity in humans and mice [19,20], although less is known about autoimmunity in wild birds. Interestingly, the MHC haplotype that gives quantitative resistance to HIV (prevents the development into AIDS) is also associated with an increased risk for autoimmunity [14].

MHC genes are probably the best candidate genes to study genetically determined disease resistance in wild animals [9]. We think that MHC genes in birds and avian malaria constitute a highly suitable parasite–host system for investigating qualitative resistance, quantitative resistance and susceptibility to infection in natural populations (figure 1). Positive associations between certain MHC alleles and prevalence of avian malaria infections have been reported in wild populations of house sparrows *Passer domesticus* and great reed warblers *Acrocephalus arundinaceus* [21–24]. However, nothing is known about infection intensities in these studies, so we do not know if the positive associations between prevalence of infection and MHC alleles are owing to susceptibility or quantitative resistance alleles (figure 1). Loiseau *et al.* [23] and Bonneaud *et al.* [21] interpreted the positive associations between the MHC alleles and prevalence of infection in house sparrows as evidence for susceptibility alleles, while Westerdahl *et al.* [24] argued that the positive association found in great reed warblers was owing to quantitative resistance.

Avian malaria can be a severe disease in many bird species and it constitutes a very species-rich group of parasites where local host populations often can be infected by multiple species [25]. It is therefore possible to measure selection from several parasites within a single host species [26,27]. Birds that become infected with a novel malaria parasite experience an initial acute phase response to the infection, with typically a high percentage of infected red blood cells, whereas those that survive continue to carry the malaria as a chronic infection (chronic phase) [28,29]. This means that the chronic phase infection can be measured over long time periods. The acute phase infection intensity is an important factor for determining the risk of mortality in human and rodent malaria infections [30], and it has also been found that a high infection intensity of acute phase malaria may also cause mortality in birds [29,31].

We have previously investigated the prevalence of avian malaria infections, *Plasmodium* sp., in a natural population of great reed warblers and here the birds are infected with 10 different *Plasmodium* lineages, two of
which are rather common: *Plasmodium relictum* (GRW4) occurs in 16 per cent and *Plasmodium ashfordi* (GRW2) in 6 per cent of the breeding individuals [32]. Both GRW4 and GRW2 are transmitted at the great reed warbler’s wintering sites in Africa south of the Sahara [27]. From experimental studies, where great reed warblers were inoculated with GRW2 or GRW4 infections, it has been shown that the acute infection intensity of GRW2 is an order of magnitude higher than that of GRW4 [29], suggesting that GRW2 infections would result in a higher mortality rate than GRW4 infections. GRW2 is thus potentially a severe infection for great reed warblers while GRW4 is more benign.

The great reed warbler has at least eight MHC class I (MHC-I) genes and the expressed MHC-I alleles show evidence of positive selection on the DNA sequence level and of temporal selection between breeding cohorts in our study population [33–35]. In particular, one MHC-I allele (B4b) varies significantly in frequency between breeding cohorts and this particular allele is also positively correlated with the prevalence of GRW2 malaria infection [24]. The main aim of the present study is to determine if the previously identified candidate MHC-I allele (B4b; [24]) is a susceptibility allele or a quantitative resistance allele for avian malaria (figure 1c–f). We investigate to what extent MHC-I explains the infection intensities of avian malaria in a natural bird population and test for associations between MHC-I alleles and avian malaria infection intensities of the severe *P. ashfordi* (GRW2) infection and the more benign *P. relictum* (GRW4) infection.

2. METHODS

(a) Great reed warbler study population

The present study is based on life-history data collected on great reed warblers breeding at lake Kvismaren (59°10′N, 15°25′E), south Central Sweden, between 1987 and 1996. Daily visits were performed throughout the breeding season (May to July) and the majority of the breeding males and females (>98%) were ringed with one aluminium ring and a unique combination of two to three colour rings. Detailed descriptions on the fieldwork and measures of life history can be found in, e.g. Bensch and co-workers [36,37]. We collected a blood sample of 20–100 μl from each captured bird, which was stored in SET-buffer at −20°C until DNA extraction.

(b) Malaria screening protocol: parasite quantification

DNA was extracted using standard phenol/chloroform methods [38] and diluted to a concentration of 1 ng μl⁻¹ for quantification of *P. ashfordi* (GRW2), and *P. relictum* (GRW4) infection intensity. For measuring infection intensity, we used real-time qPCR with lineage-specific primers (GRW2/8F, GRW2/9R, GRW4/11F, GRW4/11R) to amplify a portion (101 bp) of the cytochrome b gene [29]. It has previously been confirmed that this assay gives very good agreement with parasitaemia estimated by traditional microscopic methods [29]. To get accurate measurements of host DNA in q-PCR, a second reaction was carried out with specific primers [39] SFSR3Fb (5′-ACTAGCCCTTTCTAGGCCTGATC-3′) and SFSR3Rb 5′-CATGCTCGGGAAACCAAGG-3′ that amplify a single copy nuclear sequence of a host DNA region (114 bp), which is ultra-conserved across vertebrates [40]. Each reaction of 25 μl included 5 μl (1 ng μl⁻¹) DNA, 12.5 μl Supermix (Platinum SYBR Green qPCR Supermix-UDG, Invitrogen), 0.1 μl ROX, 0.5 μl (GRW2) and 1 μl (GRW4/ SFSR3) of each primer, 0.5 μl MgCl₂ only for GRW4 and ddH₂O. Thermal cycling conditions started with an initial incubation at 50°C for 2 min and 95°C for 2 min, followed by 42 cycles at 95°C for 15 s, 55°C for 30 s (57°C for SFSR3) and at 72°C for 30 s (Mx3000 real-time PCR instrument, Stratagene). Each DNA sample was run in duplicate and scored as average values. On each 96-plate we ran a dilution series (five times dilution) of one sample with known infection level (as determined by microscopy), which was used to calculate the standard curve and the relative infection levels. For quantification of host DNA, we ran standard curves by diluting great reed warbler DNA with ddH₂O in five step—five time dilutions (5, 1, 0.2, 0.04 and 0.008 ng ml⁻¹). We discarded and re-run reactions that produced standard curves that were steeper than −3.8, as this is indicative of inefficient amplifications and errors in the qPCR estimation. We recalculated the relative infection level after adjusting for the total host DNA content in each reaction.

(c) Major histocompatibility complex-I screening protocol

We used sequence-specific amplification of exon 3 to get a measure of functional MHC-I variation (exon 3 encodes an important part of the peptide-binding region of MHC-I). Several transcribed loci were amplified simultaneously using two different primer combinations: HN36–GC46 and HN38–GC46 [35]. These PCR products were 260 bp (primers not included; the entire exon is 274 bp and were separated by the denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) method [35]. The DGGE method separates PCR fragments based on base pair composition [41]. Our sequence-specific primer protocol amplifies 2–12 exon 3 sequences per individual and an individual with few exon 3 sequences is more homozygous than an individual with many alleles, the latter being more heterozygous [35]. We call these exon 3 sequences ‘MHC alleles’ although we are aware that they stem from several loci [35]. The rationale behind this is that in passerine birds, MHC alleles cannot be separated by locus, and furthermore because identical alleles can occur in several loci [13,34].

(d) Statistics

We analysed the relationship between number of MHC alleles as well as presence/absence of the MHC-I allele B4b on the intensity of GRW2 and GRW4 malaria infections among recruited infected great reed warblers (i.e. birds aged more than 1 year and that have returned to lake Kvismaren after wintering in Africa) using a univariate general linear model (GLM). Non-significant factors (p > 0.10) were excluded from the model (number of MHC-I alleles at p = 0.204 and (number of MHC-I alleles)² at p = 0.443). There were seven double-infected individuals out of 95 (88 single-infected with GRW2 or GRW4 and seven infected with both GRW2 and GRW4) and these were included both as GRW2 and GRW4 infection intensities (n = 102). The significant results from the GLM remained the same when GRW4 infection intensities of the double-infected individuals were excluded from the GLM analysis (data not shown). Neither the infection intensity for GRW2 and GRW4, respectively, differed between single-and double-infected individuals (t-tests—GRW2: t₂₂ = 0.011, p = 0.99; GRW4 t₁₇₀ = 0.62, p = 0.53) nor did the number of MHC alleles (GRW2: U-test₂₂, p = 0.601; GRW4: U-test₁₇₀, p = 0.330).
Theory predicts that individuals with the broadest MHC repertoire, i.e. the combination of peptides that could be bound by an individual’s MHC molecules, should have an acquired immunity that is able to respond to the widest range of antigens. It is to date not clear if individuals with the largest number of alleles or an optimal number of alleles have the broadest repertoire, so we tested both the total number of alleles and the optimal number of alleles (the $\chi^2$ function) against GRW2 and GRW4 infection intensities [42]. We also compared the number of alleles between individuals infected with GRW2 and GRW4, respectively, using a $U$-test. Here, all GRW4 double-infected individuals were excluded (and hence $n = 95$) because each individual should contribute only once to the total and the optimal number of alleles. The infection intensities were log-transformed to become normally distributed. All tests are two-tailed and the values are given as mean ± s.e. All analyses were conducted using the statistical package PASW v. 18 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

3. RESULTS
All individuals included in the present study were infected with avian malaria, either the parasite $P$. ashfordi (GRW2) and/or $P$. relictum (GRW4). The infection intensity (log-transformed) was significantly higher for GRW2 than for GRW4 (GRW2: $-1.49 \pm 0.16$; GRW4: $-3.01 \pm 0.07$; GLM (malaria species) $F_{1,98} = 61.62, p < 0.001$; GRW2: $3.01 \pm 0.07$; GLM (malaria species) $F_{1,98} = 61.62, p < 0.001$; figure 2).

Individuals that carried the candidate MHC-I allele B4b [24] had a significantly lower GRW2 infection intensity than birds not carrying this allele (with B4b = $-2.02 \pm 0.16$, without B4b = $-1.27 \pm 0.19$; GLM (MHC-I allele B4b) $F_{1,98} = 5.53, p = 0.021$; figure 2). However, for infection intensity of GRW4 there was no difference in infection intensity whether an individual carried the B4b allele or not (with B4b = $-3.08 \pm 0.18$, without B4b = $-2.99 \pm 0.08$; $t_{76} = 0.46, p = 0.65$; figure 2). There was a tendency for an interaction between the two malaria parasite species (GRW2 and GRW4) and the MHC-I allele B4b, with MHC-I allele B4b lowering the GRW2 but not the GRW4 infection intensity (GLM (malaria species x MHC-I allele B4b) $F_{1,98} = 3.49, p = 0.065$). The previously identified candidate allele B4b, known to be positively correlated with prevalence of GRW2 infection, is associated with lower GRW2 infection intensity and is therefore an immunoglobulin-allele that seems to provide quantitative resistance (cf. figure 1c–f).

No association was found between the total number of MHC alleles and the ability to suppress the GRW2 or GRW4 infection intensities. Likewise, there was no support for an optimal number of MHC alleles in suppressing the GRW2 or GRW4 infection intensities (excluded factors GLM (number of MHC-I alleles)$^2$ at $p = 0.443$, number of MHC-I alleles at $p = 0.204$; figure 3). However, individuals with a GRW2 infection had a larger number of MHC alleles than individuals with a GRW4 infection ($U$-test, $p = 0.047$; GRW2 = $7.25 \pm 0.26$; GRW4 = $6.45 \pm 0.20$; figure 3).

4. DISCUSSION
Our framework on how immuno-alleles associate with infectious diseases in natural populations demonstrated that it is essential to interpret both prevalence of infection and infection intensity in natural study systems (figure 1). A disadvantageous susceptibility allele and an advantageous quantitative resistance allele cannot be separated based on prevalence data alone, although these alleles are clearly distinguishable using infection intensity data. In the present study, we wanted to determine if the previously found candidate MHC-I allele B4b, identified based on prevalence of infection [24],
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**Figure 2.** *Plasmodium ashfordi* GRW2 (circles) and *Plasmodium relictum* GRW4 (squares) infection intensitity in great reed warblers that carry (filled) or do not carry (open) the MHC-I allele B4b (GLM: malaria species, $F_{1,98} = 61.62, p < 0.001$; MHC-I allele B4b, $F_{1,98} = 5.53, p = 0.021$; malaria species x MHC-I allele B4b, $F_{1,98} = 3.49, p = 0.065$).
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**Figure 3.** (a) *Plasmodium ashfordi* GRW2 infection intensity in great reed warblers with 5–10 MHC alleles (mean value: 7.2 alleles). (b) *Plasmodium relictum* GRW4 infection intensity in great reed warblers with 3–10 MHC alleles (mean value: 6.4 alleles). Individuals that carry the MHC-I allele B4b are denoted with filled circles and individuals that do not carry B4b are denoted with open circles.
was an avian malaria susceptibility or quantitative resistance allele. We used qPCR to estimate infection intensities of one benign P. relictum (GRW4) and one severe P. ashfordi (GRW2) lineage of avian malaria and found that birds carrying the MHC-I allele B4b had significantly lower GRW2 infection intensity than individuals without this allele (figure 2), bearing in mind that our previous study showed a higher prevalence of GRW2 in individuals having allele B4b than in those lacking the allele. Our data are in accordance with the quantitative resistance allele scenario (suppression of infection), because we found a positive association between prevalence of infection and the MHC-I allele B4b (figure 1e) and a negative association between infection intensity and the MHC-I allele B4b (figure 1f). These results imply that great reed warblers carrying the MHC-I allele B4b are more likely to survive an (acute phase) GRW2 P. ashfordi malaria infection than individuals without this allele, consistent with patterns found in both human and mice malaria where there is a strong positive correlation between infection intensity and mortality [30]. In contrast, we found no association between the B4b allele and the more benign GRW4 P. relictum infection (figure 2). Our present result on the GRW2 infection is in agreement with the classical finding by Hill et al. [15] in humans where children with certain MHC haplotypes did not develop severe malaria, although all children in the study suffered from the human P. falciparum malaria infection. The parallel scenario for great read warblers would be that GRW2 naive individuals carrying the MHC-I allele B4b do not develop severe GRW2 infection, while great reed warblers without the B4b allele do.

Several studies from natural populations have found associations between prevalence of infection and certain MHC alleles or MHC heterozygosity [22,43–45], but only a handful of studies have yet investigated associations between infection intensities and certain MHC alleles/ MHC heterozygosity in natural populations [46–49]. Kloch et al. [47] recently showed that an MHC class IIB allele (Mygl-DRB*028) was associated with lower infection intensities of the nematode Aspiculuris tetraptera across three subpopulations of bank voles Myodes glareolus. These negative associations between infection intensity and an MHC allele indicate qualitative or quantitative resistance (these cannot be separated here as we do not know the prevalence of infection; figure 1h). In striped mice Rhabdonys pumilio and yellow-necked mice Apodemus flavicollis, there were positive associations between both prevalence of nematodes and specific MHC class IIB alleles and nematode intensity and specific MHC class IIB alleles, hence suggesting susceptibility alleles (figure 1c,d) [46,49]. Finally, our present study on great reed warblers implied an allele for quantitative resistance (figure 1e,f). The two studies on susceptibility alleles in rodents (mentioned above) report positive associations between MHC class IIB alleles and prevalence of infection and infection intensity, respectively, of relatively benign nematode infections, while we report associations between an MHC-I allele and prevalence and infection intensity of a severe avian malaria infection in great reed warblers. Different types of disease patterns (qualitative and quantitative resistance, and susceptibility, figure 1) may be typical for different levels of infection severity. The selective event during severe infections could result in mortality of individuals that are less able to suppress the acute infection, e.g. individuals without an MHC resistance allele that suppress infection intensity. In more benign infections, the selective event is less critical and individuals without a resistance allele will most often survive the infection. It is reasonable that severe infections need to be suppressed to a larger extent than benign infections. However, complete absence of benign helminth infections could actually be a more severe problem for an individual than having the infection, because individuals who manage to completely clear helminth infections may become very sick owing to the pathology of the actual immune response [50].

Loiseau et al. [23] found positive and negative associations between identical MHC alleles and prevalence of one avian malaria infection (P. relictum, cytochrome b lineages SGS1 and GRW11) across 13 populations of house sparrows. This result was interpreted as host–parasite antagonistic coevolution, a potential mechanism for spatial diversifying evolution on MHC. It would be very interesting to know if the house sparrow MHC alleles that are both positively and negatively related to avian malaria infections are (i) both susceptibility and qualitative resistance alleles or (ii) both quantitative and qualitative resistance alleles (figure 1). From the plant literature, it is well established that resistance alleles may be costly and are selected against when the infection is rare, resulting in a balanced polymorphism between resistance and susceptibility alleles [7]. Naturally, we do not have the resolution in the bird MHC–avian malaria study system that is found in the plant resistance/susceptibility system [51]. In order to interpret positive and negative associations between MHC alleles and prevalence of avian malaria infections correctly, we must know the fitness consequences of each malaria strain. If it is not possible to interpret each strain’s fitness consequence, we suggest that it is partly possible to overcome this problem by measuring infection intensity rather than only the prevalence of infection. Spurgin & Richardson [52] recently reviewed mechanisms behind ‘pathogen-mediated selection’ (heterozygote advantage, negative frequency-dependent selection and diversifying selection in a variable environment) and suggested ways to distinguish these mechanisms in natural populations. We would like to add one additional parameter to ‘pathogen-mediated selection’. To elucidate what maintains MHC polymorphism in natural populations, we should not only focus on the mechanism, but also seek to understand when candidate MHC alleles are advantageous (i.e. quantitative and qualitative resistance alleles) and when they are disadvantageous (i.e. susceptibility alleles) to be better able to interpret patterns of balancing selection.

Nowak et al. [53] proposed that individuals with an optimal MHC repertoire have an adaptive immune system that could respond to a wider range of antigens when compared with individuals with a narrower or wider MHC repertoire. An optimal MHC repertoire was recently evaluated and elaborated on by Woelfling et al. [54]. However, it is to date not completely clear whether it is individuals with an optimal number of MHC alleles or individuals with the highest number of MHC alleles that have the broadest MHC repertoire, i.e. ability to bind most antigens. Yet, an important factor for how successful MHC molecules will bind and recognize peptides from pathogens is the binding properties

and the stability of each MHC molecule per se [14,55]. Several studies of natural populations have found that an optimal number of MHC alleles are most advantageous for avoiding infections [45,47,56,57]. In the great reed warbler, we found neither any association between MHC diversity (presented as the number of MHC alleles), nor support for an optimal number of MHC alleles in controlling the intensity of either GRW2 or GRW4 infections. One explanation for the absence of such associations could be that we studied the birds in spring and summer at their European breeding sites, which is after the main selective event of the acute-phase GRW2 infection had occurred. We were therefore able to screen only those individuals who had survived the acute phase of the GRW2 infection. Interestingly, among these survivors, the GRW2-infected individuals had more MHC alleles than individuals carrying the less pathogenic GRW4 infection (figure 3). We interpret this result as being caused by selection against individuals with a low number of MHC alleles during the acute phase of GRW2, but not GRW4, infections in Africa. Individuals with the GRW4 infection have the same number of MHC alleles (6.45 ± 0.20) as individuals who were screened as non-infected with avian malaria in a previous study (6.36 ± 0.10; [24]). Individuals with many MHC alleles are more likely to carry rare advantageous alleles that can bind antigens from the GRW2 parasite and individuals with few MHC alleles would therefore more often be selected against.

Our interpretation that individuals with the MHC-I allele B4b can suppress GRW2 malaria infections is based on infection intensity data collected during the chronic phase of the malaria infection. However, from a survival perspective, it is likely that it is suppression during the acute phase that is most critical [30]. Recent results showed that the infection intensity of the chronic GRW2 infection could be predicted from infection intensity of the acute infection (M. Asghar, H. Westerdahl, P. Zethindiev, D. Hasselquist and S. Bensch, unpublished data). This association between infection intensities during the acute and chronic phases is a very important finding lending strong support to the hypothesis that the chronic infections that we measured in great reed warblers at Lake Kvismaren are correlated with the preceding acute phase of infection that occurred in tropical Africa. If the acute and chronic phase infections were not correlated, a quantitative measure of infection intensity would not have been more informative than a simple qualitative estimate.

Wild birds that have an acute phase malaria infection are very unlikely to be caught in mist nets, because severely infected birds mainly sit still to recover from the infection or to avoid predators [25,58]. So, even in study populations where birds are monitored at sites and times of the year where there is transmission of malaria parasites, it is still difficult to observe and catch ill birds. We know from captive malaria-naive birds that were experimentally infected with Plasmodium that this infection can reach high intensities during the acute phase [26,29]. It is therefore likely that great reed warblers that get severe avian malaria in the wild in Africa have very high infection intensities. These birds will only rarely be recruited into the breeding population in Europe and constitute an event where we very rarely will be able to collect data on chronic phase infection.

In conclusion, we measured both prevalence of infection and infection intensity to determine whether our candidate MHC-I allele B4b was a qualitative disease resistance or a susceptibility allele. Our data show that great reed warblers carrying the candidate MHC-I allele B4b manage to suppress the acute GRW2 avian malaria infection more successfully than individuals without this allele. The B4b allele provides quantitative resistance to the malaria GRW2 infection. We suggest that individuals who are able to suppress the infection survive the acute phase infection more frequently, and this is in line with our finding of a positive association between prevalence of infection and the candidate MHC allele B4b. Our study also highlights a general problem when studying the prevalence of infection and disease resistance in natural populations, and we claim that candidate alleles that provide quantitative disease resistance, qualitative disease resistance and susceptibility to disease, can only be separated adequately based on data on both prevalence of infection and infection intensity.
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